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Euge`ne Catalan: Ge´ome`tre sans patrie, re´publicain sans re´publique. By Franc¸ois
Jongmans. Mons (Socie´te´ belge des professeurs de mathe´matiques d’expression
franc¸aise). 1996. 223 pp.
Reviewed by He´le`ne Gispert
GHDSO, Baˆt. 407, Universite´ de Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France
The title of this book on the mathematician, Euge`ne Catalan, reveals the author’s ambition:
to give a biography dealing with both the mathematical and the institutional sides of the
career of an atypical man, whose personal and political commitments, strongly upheld all
his life, partly explain his destiny as a geometer.
The first chapter deals with the first 20 years of Catalan’s life. It clears up a common
error about Catalan, which the publisher—a Belgian society of mathematics teachers—
might help to propagate. Though he was born in Bruges in 1814 and died in Lie`ge in 1894,
Catalan is not to be numbered among Belgian mathematicians: from the beginning he had
French nationality, and he went to Paris, where he studied, before entering the very French
´Ecole polytechnique.
The second and the third chapters recall the beginning of Catalan’s career during the
second half of the 1830s. The author sets out some of the constraints and realities of the in-
stitutional framework within which mathematical activities took place in France (journals,
the system of Grandes ´Ecoles, the weight of the classical humanities, career competition,
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etc.). In these pages, reporting as well on Catalan’s revolutionary and republican engage-
ment, the author also lays down the political background of these years rich in revolutionary
uprisings.
The following chapter deals with the years of the French Second Empire, which Catalan
openly opposed. This opposition ended any hope of his obtaining a prestigious position in
France. He was obliged to settle for posts in private institutions where young men were
trained for the entrance examination to the ´Ecole polytechnique. Nevertheless, during these
years he managed to write numerous monographs and research papers.
In the mid-sixties, Catalan accepted a position at Lie`ge University. From then on, his
mathematical activity was based in Belgium (chapters five to seven), though he continued
to be in touch with such eminent French scientists as Hermite, Longchamps, and Barre´ de
Saint Venant, as well as with Italians (Cremona, Boncompagni) and Russians. Among the
latter was Chebyshev, extracts from whose numerous letters to Catalan are published in this
book.
Catalan invested much of his time and effort (chapter five) in a mathematical press not
often studied in the history of mathematics, “the intermediate journals,” to adopt the ex-
pression introduced by Eduardo Ortiz in his study of the French Journal de mathe´matiques
interme´diares [2, 323–343]. (On this kind of journal, see also [1], especially the chap-
ters on Spain (by Hormigon, pp. 95–116, and by Llombart, pp. 189–202), France (by
Gispert, pp. 133–158) and Italy (by Nurzia, pp. 203–218).) Catalan showered with ques-
tions and short communications the journals to which he actively contributed: the Belgian
Nouvelles correspondances mathe´matiques and Mathesis; the French Journal de mathe´-
matiques e´le´mentaires and Comptes rendus annuels des congre`s de l’Association franc¸aise
pour l’avancement des sciences; and the Spanish El progreso matema´tico.
In the sixth chapter, the author relates in detail the international misfortunes of Catalan’s
candidacy as corresponding member of the Geometry Section of the Acade´mie des Sciences
de Paris. He then takes the opportunity to portray some hidden sides of the mathematical aca-
demic landscape of the mid-seventies, just after the Franco–Prussian War, with its personal
and nationalist tensions between the scientists of France, Prussia, Italy, and England.
The seventh chapter concerns Catalan’s life and introduces several men, mostly French,
for whom the mathematician had become a confidant and maıˆtre a` penser. The information
and analysis devoted to these “irregulars of Science” far transcend the level of individ-
ual anecdotes. They lead us to and illuminate, once more, little-known institutional and
intellectual features of French mathematical life, particularly in the provinces.
The eighth chapter, the longest and the last, entitled “The Mathematician,” deals specif-
ically with the mathematical analysis of Catalan’s works. Catalan wrote 140 papers, half
of which were published in research-oriented journals. The author successively examines
works in number theory such as “Catalan’s conjecture” on the expression of 1 as a difference
of two powers; in analysis, on which Catalan published a great deal, particularly on topics
applicable to physics and engineering (series and trigonometric functions); and in differ-
ential geometry (minimal surfaces) and combinatorial geometry (polyhedra and Catalan’s
number, that is, the number of possible triangulations of a polygon with n C 2 vertices).
A bibliography and an index of names, each 10 pages long, end this very interesting
book, illustrated with several portraits and caricatures. In the selective bibliography of
Catalan’s works, as in the eighth chapter devoted to the mathematical content of Catalan’s
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papers, the author is not concerned with the whole corpus Catalan published in intermediate
journals with less ambitious goals. I would object to this position, which reduces Catalan’s
work by a good half and has nonnegligible historiographical consequences. This choice,
in fact, seems to refute the very purpose of this book, which shows, with much relevant
material, the richness and the originality of Catalan’s activity and the various activities
of a mathematician involved in several different kinds of mathematical production and
communication networks. To a greater extent than it does, the biography of such a man, of
such a mathematician, could have allowed historians of science to uncover an increasingly
important, but still little known, part of the activity of mathematical communities in France,
Belgium, and other European countries during the 19th century. It is nevertheless a merit
of this book that it causes us to wish for such a completion.
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Va Pensiero: Immagini della matematica nell’Italia dell’ottocento. By Umberto
Bottazzini. Bologna (Il Mulino). 1994. 328 pp.
Reviewed by Thomas Archibald
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Acadia University, Wolfville, Nova Scotia B0P 1X0, Canada
“Fly, thought, on the wings of song...” Bottazzini’s title, taken from the most famous
song of Verdi’s opera Nabucco, beautifully encapsulates the theme of these essays on Italian
mathematics during the 19th century. For the song itself was spontaneously adopted as the
anthem of the movement of independence and Italian unification, a movement in which
Italian mathematicians and their mathematics participated fully. The motif is recalled in
the “uninflected Latin” epigraph to the eighth chapter, “Simbolismo da alas ad mente de
homo” (symbolism gives wings to the mind of man). Both the sentiment and the language
in which it is written are due to Peano.
The volume’s nine chapters provide a richly textured picture of developments in both the
content and the institutional framework of mathematics in Italy from the late 18th to the
early 20th century, highlighting both the reception of French and German mathematics by
Italians and the formation of the best-known indigenous research schools. While many of the
subjects touched on have previously received attention from other historians, Bottazzini’s
contributions are substantial and important, and the book deserves a wide and attentive
audience.
The nine essays here collected have all appeared before, between 1983 and 1991. The
original publications were however mostly in thematic collections of articles published in
